Students that wish to exit with a Bachelor of Laws degree

Students who do not intend to undertake the Legal Practice component of their degree, namely the Practical Legal Topics (PLT), LLAW7000, LLAW7001, LLAW7002 and LLAW7003, notify the Faculty Administrative Officer (Academic and Student Services), Charmaine Laattoe, in writing (include Student registration number) during their final 12 months to ensure that they are recorded as a graduate of the Bachelor of Laws.

Please Note:

- Bachelor of Laws students do not undertake the PLT topics but must undertake a sufficient number of option units to meet the 36 unit overall requirements for the single degree or 27 units for the Law component of a combined degree.

- We do not offer a Graduate Diploma in Legal Practice and therefore once you complete the Bachelor of Laws you cannot come back and complete the PLT topics.

- You must un-enrol from any PLT topics and or have them removed from your study plan

Faculty Administrative Officer (Academic and Student Services):

Charmaine Laattoe

T: (08) 82015958  
E: charmaine.laattoe@flinders.edu.au

For further advice, simply Ask Trim via: https://faq.flinders.edu.au/